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1. Theoretical Viewpoints
Writing in higher education is a co-creative

activity between academic disciplinary standards
and students’ diverse lives and backgrounds.

 The literariness of (even academic) writing offers
critical potential through différance (Derrida).

 Textual différance can help to realize the
educational principle of emancipation
(Rancière), but also reconnect knowing and
loving (Murdoch) and knotting together what got
separated by r/national epistemologies
(Haraway), especially in nationally standardized and
supposedly identity-defining languages such as Dutch in
the Netherlands.

2. Collecting Stories
I tested the designed assignment in two bachelor’s
courses on academic or creative writing:
1. start of the course: Students write a letter about

what they learn to a person they love (like their
mother).

2. end of the course: Students write a story about
themselves as a character writing that letter.

3. Literary Analysis
 Do these stories offer textual (literary,
narratological) components that can be
understood as co-constructive of connective
identities among these students?

Knowing      Lo/iving
Testing the Design: Preliminary Results (n=4)

 Self as Seen by Others
Students construct obvious characters: a student,
a writer. The characters are always seen by
others, which makes them experience stress and
reflect on their immense freedom of choice. Thus,
characters are given meaning from the outside,
from their visible activity/passivity (doing = being).

 Own Voice = Starting to Speak
Students show an awareness of a voice of their
own. They hint at a responsibility that might come
with it, but manifest it most often as a preliminary
silence, or a starting-to-speak.

 Connecting with Loved Others
Students write about postponing, caring for or
restoring contact with ones they love, often
through technology.

Disciplined Yet Empowering Writing?
? Can teaching writing skills not just discipline students towards standardized academic literacy, but also 
empower them to connect academic training with their diverse worlds (their loves and lives)? 
 I designed an assignment in academic/creative writing that offers students the possibility to explore
textual literariness, in order to make them aware of the possibilities for such a combination.

Next Steps
 adjustment: include more space for multilingualism, informal language,… (and n)
 discussion in the light of existing education research on writing in higher education
 question: Is ‘love’ strong enough to do right to the diversity of backgrounds?

Can it compete with the powerful requirements of academic writing and culture?
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Summary
These students appear to have textual elements
ready (beyond the instructions for the assignment)
to imagine stories that enable them to knot
together their training in writing and worlds they
feel connected to. Though liminality is apparent in
their writing (postponing speech, starting-to-speak,
reconnecting), they also hint at an awareness of
their own agency and even responsibility in writing.

Mijn moeder appt en vraagt of het 
beter met me gaat. […] Zou ze 
hebben gezien dat ik online ben? 
Mijn ademhaling gaat omhoog, 
mijn hoofd wordt zwaar, mijn 
handen beginnen te trillen. Mijn 
telefoon gaat. [end of story]

[txt D]

note: Textual components that were included to meet the
requirements of the assignment were filtered out (Bildung as a
journey, chronotopes, polyphony, focalization,…). Discussed here
are new components, or new combinations of such components.

The one exception is an elaborative metaphor of 
the student-writer as a race pilot. She makes her 
rounds, experiences stress, sees a conflict 
between freedom of choice and the importance of 
strategies, instructed to her by the racing team. In 
the end she is aware that ‘the media’ judge her 
only by the final results of the race. [txt C]


